Evidence that all SC-35 domains contain mRNAs and that transcripts can be structurally constrained within these domains.
A fundamental question of mRNA metabolism concerns the spatial organization of the steps involved in generating mature transcripts and their relationship to SC-35 domains, nuclear compartments enriched in mRNA metabolic factors and poly A+ RNA. Because poly A+ RNA in SC-35 domains remains after transcription inhibition, a prevailing view has been that most or all SC-35 domains do not contain protein-encoding mRNAs but stable RNAs with nuclear functions and thus that these compartments do not have direct roles in mRNA synthesis or transport. However, the transcription, splicing, and transport of transcripts from a specific gene have been shown to occur in association with two of these 15-30 nuclear compartments. Here we show that virtually all SC-35 domains can contain specific mRNAs and that these persist in SC-35 domains after treatment with three different transcription-inhibitory drugs. This suggests perturbation of an mRNA transport step that normally occurs in SC-35 domains and is post-transcriptional but still dependent on ongoing transcription. Finally, even after several hours of transcription arrest, these transcripts do not disperse from SC-35 domains, indicating that they are structurally constrained within them. Our findings importantly suggest a spatially direct role for all SC-35 domains in the coupled steps of mRNA metabolism and transport.